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Tyler Hall 134
Keynote Speaker: Chris Tweedt CNU

Schedule

Saturday 4.6
12:00 Sarah Catherine Thomas- “Searching for a Definition of Information Privacy”
1:00  Jake Beardsley- “Straight Identity Power”
2:00 Break
2:30 Nathaniel Serio- “If Goldfish Give us Meaning in Life, What’s Next?”
3:30 Will Siegmund- “The Rawlsian Epistocracy”
4:30 Liz Holmes- “Kant, Drugs, and Murder”

Sunday 4.7
9:30 Noah Terrell- “Violence(s): Can There be an Allied Decolonization?”
10:30 Isaac Shur- “Justifying Prison Breaks as Civil Disobedience”
11:30 Lunch
1:00 Katrina Haaksma- “Self & Other in Virtuous Friendship”
2:00 Chris Tweedt, Keynote- “Taking a Different Perspective on the Problem of Suffering”